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Al-Jarida

Ihave written a similar article for a local Arabic magazine a
few months back, and the whole idea behind this article
circles around questions on the interrelationship between

the popular yet unclear notion of democracy and bluntly,
Bedouins. 

It was a cold, gloomy yet ordinary February day in the
heart of London when I met a friend at a town cafe, not too far
away from where I live, to talk about a very popular topic in
Kuwait: instable domestic politics. My friend and I attempted
several times to analyze why democracy in the relatively small
and young politically inefficient Gulf state is the way it is until
we began to question the popular Bedouin argument. That is,
simply, blame the inefficiency of democracy in Kuwait and all
its consequences - be it economic, political, global, environ-
mental, any and all - on those who belong to this one major
social category!

Are the values that the Bedouins share and cherish com-
patible with the notion of democracy? What are their values
and how are they different from the values that non-Bedouins
enjoy? Could one simply, with his or her greatest logical abili-
ty, conclude that the political or economic reflections of an
insufficient democracy in Kuwait are a result of practically
implemented Bedouin principles? Is democracy insufficient in
Kuwait and, if so, how is it measured? Such philosophical
questions, which enforce one to genuinely think about power
relations beyond his or her sphere, add to the fruitful art of
democratic conversations and debates.

For that matter, and to present my own views, Bedouins
are undoubtedly an essential and unparalleled social category

in Kuwait - like all other social categories that this ethnically
diverse state enjoys. Bedouins may value certain principles
and traditions that would appear not indifferent to non-
Bedouins. The two, in relation to the concept of democracy,
are not two entirely different, to use a more exaggerated term,
cultures; both the Bedouin and non-Bedouin cultures in
Kuwait share this land - and with it, a common yet general
vision that is protected by democratic rights. I asked my
friend, whom I was enjoying having coffee with, to name
some Bedouin characteristics that he thought have effectively
contributed to the inefficiency of democracy in Kuwait. After
struggling to answer the question and with generous mum-
blings, my friend was clearly unable to give a direct answer.
Even some of the world’s major thinkers, from Ibn Khaldoun,
who has in his widely known ‘Introduction’ highlighted why
the Bedouin culture has celebrated some form of social
audacity due to the rough and dry environment that this cul-
ture has historically emerged from, to Harvard’s Samuel
Huntington who in ‘The Clash of Civilizations’ argued that
democratic and non-democratic civilizations will inevitably
clash, have not simplified the determination whether a certain
people and culture will democratize or not. 

I was not, in this article, intending to present the factors
that have contributed to the, as some would argue, politically
inefficiency state that democracy in Kuwait currently witness-
es. I have, however, attempted to present a few critical, philo-
sophical questions for the reader to engender a rich demo-
cratic discussion on the interrelationship between
‘Bedouinism’ and the concept of democracy. 

‘Bedouinism’ and Democracy

in my view

By Bader Al-Dehani

Crime
R e p o r t

Two women caught

with drugs
KUWAIT: Airport customs officers arrested two women,
Indian and Ethiopian, for attempting to smuggle the
banned substances, marijuana and ‘qat,’ into the country.
The Ethiopian woman was carrying plastic containers,
which she claimed contained honey, but when the officers
opened it, they discovered that it was qat.” Meanwhile, the
Indian woman was caught by female inspectors with two
kilograms of marijuana in a bag. Both women were sent to
Drugs Control General Department (DCGD).

Residency violators

Residency affairs detectives arrested 20 residency viola-
tors who work in two industrial Shuwaikh print shops.
One of those arrested is an Egyptian wanted in more
than 11 cases. All were sent to concerned authorities.

Stabbing

A Lebanese man was stabbed by an Iraqi national during a
fight in Arabian Gulf Road. Police are looking for the sus-
pect. A case was filed for investigations. —Al-Rai

Foreign Interventions

By Dr Abdullah Ahmad Aldousari

local@kuwaittimes.net

They are like

cockroaches!

The World, the Middle East and especially the Gulf region
have all been infested with the most hated and feared
insect: cockroaches. You can find them in places with the

least resistance and the most opportunity to do harm. Whenever
you spray one region to get rid of them, these pests move to
another. The recent government crackdowns in Saudi Arabia,
Bahrain and Kuwait had these bugs refocus their efforts and
move to different places.

Kuwait has unique social and political structures when com-
pared to its neighboring countries and its democratic structure
allows for people with different religious, sectarian and political
views to be heard and to influence decision makers. This diversity
makes Kuwait a honey pot for these cockroaches and a target for
outside influence. 

Nevertheless, with God’s blessing, the efforts of the brave
men of the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Defense (or,

most appropriately here, “The Orkin Men”) have succeeded in
uncovering the cockroaches’ underground nest and in extermi-
nating them.

We need to be aware, however, that as we have found three
cockroaches and shed light on their  cells, we will certainly find
many more hiding and multiplying behind the walls, as their
cowardly nature dictates.

Kuwait is a very small country that cannot withstand any civil
unrest. Those who support any extremist organization should be
questioned and made an example of - certainly, do not let them
take a political or public position!

May God protect Kuwait, its Amir and its people and bless this
region and the rest of the Muslim countries.

Dr Abdullah Ahmad Aldousari is a Professor of Marketing at
Kuwait University’s College of Business Administration 

In my view

Kuwait has unique
social and political struc-
tures when compared to
its neighboring countries
and its democratic struc-

ture allows for people
with different religious.

Burgan Bank 

announces Yawmi 

account draw winners

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced the names of the lucky
winners of its Yawmi account draw, each taking home a
prize of KD 5,000. The lucky winners for the daily draws
took home a cash-prize of KD 5,000 each, and they are: 

1. Narjes Mohammed Ashkanani
2. Badreyah Mohammad Buhamad
3. Musheerah Ameen Abdulghaffar
4. Sarah Abdulrahman Al-Jumaah
5. Hashim Al-Adnani
To further add to the anticipation of Yawmi account cus-

tomers, Burgan Bank now offers a Quarterly Draw with
more chances to win higher rewards, entitling one lucky
customer to win KD 125,000 every three months. The
Yawmi Account now offers daily and quarterly draws, the
Quarterly Draw requires customers to maintain a minimum
amount of KD 500 in their account for 2 months prior to
draw date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the account, will
entitle customers to one chance of winning. If the account
balance is KD 500 and above, the account holder will be
qualified for both the quarterly and daily draws. 

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a Yawmi
account and/or increase their deposit to maximize their
chances to becoming a winner. The more customers
deposit, the higher the chances they receive of winning.

For more information on opening a Yawmi account or
about the new quarterly draw, customers are urged to visit
their nearest Burgan Bank branch and receive all the details,
or simply call the bank’s Call Center at 1804080 where cus-
tomer service representatives will be delighted to assist
with any questions on the Yawmi account or any of the
bank’s products and services. Customers can also log on to
Burgan Bank’s www.burgan.com for further information.

ABU DHABI: Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi met top
NRI investors and got briefed about the various projects they
are investing in India. The businessmen, led by Abu Dhabi
Chamber Director board member, Yusuffali MA updated
Modi about the prevailing business scenario in the UAE and
the excellent support and cooperation extended by the

rulers and authorities toward the Indian community. They
also updated Modi about the challenges faced by NRIs to
invest in India. Modi urged the NRIs to renew their efforts to
bring in more investments into their motherland especially in
the infrastructure and related fields and highlighted the role
of  ‘Made in India’  for the future generation of Indians.

Indian PM met NRI investors in Abu Dhabi

Indian Premier in UAE to boost bilateral ties

ABU DHABI: India’s Prime Minister
Narendra Modi arrived in Abu Dhabi
yesterday on a two-day state visit to
the UAE. The Indian Prime Minister
was received at the airport by Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy
Supreme Commander of the UAE
Armed Forces Sheikh Mohamed bin
Zayed Al-Nahyan and a group of top
officials. UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh
Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahayn
stressed that this visit has a strategic
importance to boost bilateral ties in
politics, economy, power and defense.
He added that India and UAE enjoy a
long history with more than $60 bil-
lion trade volume under its belt.

India is considered the second
biggest trade partner for UAE with
more than 45,000 successful compa-
nies running in the gulf country. UAE,

on the other hand, is seen as the
third biggest business partner for
India. The two countries are connect-

ed by 950 flights weekly which signi-
fy the strong ties between the two
nations. —KUNA

ABU DHABI: UAE Cultural and Community Development Minister Sheikh Nahyan Bin Mubarak Al Nahyan
presenting a memento to Narendra Modi. Also seen are UAE Minister of state for foreign affairs and fed-
eral national council affairs Dr Anwer Garghash along with prominent NRI businessman Yusuffali MA.

Modi taking a selfie at Sheikh Zayed Mosque in Abu Dhabi with UAE Cultural
and Community Development Minister Sheikh Nahyan Bin Mubarak Al
Nahyan, Minister of state for foreign affairs and federal national council affairs
Dr Anwer Garghash along with prominent NRI businessman Yusuffali MA. 


